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ø: 48.1mm

T: 2.11mm

L: 6.5m

The maintenance team selected
APRIS for this inspection as it
uses sound waves which is a non
invasive method and its ability to
detect precise locations of leaks in
the Waste Heat Boiler.
A total number of 356 tubes were
inspected.
The tubes that were reported to
have leaks were then hydro tested
to confirm the fault.

Sample of Signals with Fault Signatures

OUTCOME RESULTS
It took only 1 hour and 15 minutes to
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Using APRIS, it was possible to
have 100% of the tubes inspected

inspect all the tubes.

for a precise understanding of
their inner diameter condition.

Hard scales were reflected as
blockages. However, leak(s) on
3 tubes were detected because
scales

didn’t

mask

those.

In
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13% of tubes were plugged due
to having a wall loss greater

addition to those, end of tube

than 40%. A periodic inspection

erosion was reported which shows
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ferrules didn’t helped waste boiler
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in preventing end of tube erosion.

efficiency as before.
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